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Publication Information 
© 2015 Imagine Communications Corp.  

     Proprietary and Confidential. 

Imagine Communications considers this document and its contents to be proprietary and confidential.  
Except for making a reasonable number of copies for your own internal use, you may not reproduce this 
publication, or any part thereof, in any form, by any method, for any purpose, or in any language other 
than English without the written consent of Imagine Communications. All others uses are illegal. 

This publication is designed to assist in the use of the product as it exists on the date of publication of 
this manual, and may not reflect the product at the current time or an unknown time in the future. This 
publication does not in any way warrant description accuracy or guarantee the use for the product to 
which it refers. Imagine Communications reserves the right, without notice to make such changes in 
equipment, design, specifications, components, or documentation as progress may warrant to improve 
the performance of the product. 
 

Trademarks 

Infocaster™and Infocaster Manager™ are trademarks or trade names of Imagine Communications or its 
subsidiaries.  

Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks and 
trade names are the property of their respective companies. 
 

Chromium Embedded Framework 

Copyright ® 2008-2015 Marshall A. Greenblat 

Portions Copyright ® 2006-2009 Google Inc. 

All rights reserved. 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided 
that the following conditions are met: 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the 
following disclaimer. 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and 
the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the 
distribution. 

3. Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the name of Chromium Embedded Framework nor the names 
of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without 
specific prior written permission. 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL 
THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, 
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
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PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT 
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 
 

Contact Information 

Imagine Communications has office locations around the world. For domestic and international location 
and contact information, visit our Contact page 
(http://www.imaginecommunications.com/company/contact-us.aspx). 
 

Support Contact Information 

For domestic and international support contact information see:  

 Support Contacts (http://www.imaginecommunications.com/services/customer-care.aspx) 

 eCustomer Portal (http://support.imaginecommunications.com) 

 Academy Training (http://www.imaginecommunicationsacademy.com) 
 

http://www.imaginecommunications.com/company/contact-us.aspx
http://www.imaginecommunications.com/services/customer-care.aspx
http://support.imaginecommunications.com/
http://www.imaginecommunicationsacademy.com/
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Release Notes 
Infocaster™ 4.4.4 SP1 requires a green USB dongle serialized to Infocaster version 4.0. 

If you already have Infocaster version 1.x, 2.x, or 3.x, you need a dongle upgrade in order to run 
Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1. You must uninstall previous versions of Infocaster before installing Infocaster 4.4.4 
SP1. 
 

Important Notes 

Before Installing 

If you already have a version of Infocaster 4.x installed on your system, we recommend you run the 
Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1 upgrade install instead of the full install. 

If you are installing the full install of Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1 on a system that has previously run a version of 
Infocaster, the C:\Program Files\Harris folder must be deleted before the full install is run. 
 

H.264 IP Decoder Setting Change 

To improve support for low-latency H.264 IP streams, a setting controlling the behavior of the H.264 IP 
video decoder has been changed in version 4.4.3 of Infocaster. This should not impact clip playback on 
your system, but Imagine Communications technical support can provide instructions for changing the 
setting back to the previous value if necessary. Please reference case number 110560 when contacting 
technical support about this change. 
 

64-bit Support 

Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1 supports the Windows 7 64-bit operating system on R4150 hardware. 
 

Install Silverlight 5.0 

When you need to view diagnostic logging messages, the system requires the Microsoft® Silverlight™ 5.0 
application framework in order to display them. This cannot be distributed as part of the Infocaster 
installation for licensing reasons. It must be downloaded and installed on any system which will be 
viewing diagnostic logging messages. 

The download site you’ll use depends on your region. To find the correct site for you, we recommend 
using a search engine to search for “install microsoft silverlight”. 

Follow the steps on the site to download and install Silverlight. 
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Changes to Output Modes 

There are new options available for configuring your output mode with the Video/Audio Standard tab. 

 Choose Network Stream as your output mode to encode player output to one or more configurable 
streams. 

 If you are using single head, spanning, edit & playback, desktop video, or multi-head output, choose 
Standard Mode as your output mode. 

Use the new Show Output drop-down list to select the Windowed option if you are setting up 
desktop video. 

 If you are having trouble playing legacy content in Standard mode or you need to use Odometers, 
you may need to select Legacy Mode (Fullscreen) or Legacy Mode (Desktop Video Window) 
instead. 

 

Changes to Infocasts 

Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1 contains some features which will not work in some earlier versions of Infocaster. If 
you create or open an Infocast in Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1, the following features will not work if the same 
Infocast is subsequently opened in Infocaster 4.3 or earlier. 

 Media regions will not load correctly in older versions of Infocaster. 

 Graphic items will not play in older versions of Infocaster. 

If you plan to open older content within Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1 and you plan to continue using that content 
in versions of Infocaster previous to 4.3.1, be sure to back up your content before you open it in 
Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1, or keep separate copies for use only in previous versions. 
 

No Tuner Output 

If you are not seeing tuner output during playback or in the quick editor, and you are using Legacy Mode 
(Fullscreen) in Windows 7 with ATSC, ATSC-QAM, or DVB-T tuners, please contact technical support for a 
possible solution. 
 

Flash Animations 

When creating and using Flash animations with Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1, be aware of the following: 

 FLV files are supported, but they must be the recent F4V version, containing H.264 video. 

 In Legacy Mode (Fullscreen), audio in SWF files is not supported. Audio is supported in SWF files 
when using Standard mode. 

 Some Flash files which worked in Infocaster previous to 4.2 may not work in versions 4.2 or later. 
 

SQL and Oracle DB Guidelines 

Follow these guidelines when linking an Infocast item to an SQL or Oracle DB. 
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 To generate a complex query involving multiple tables, write a database view which accomplishes 
this and link to it within Infocaster. 

 The user that Infocaster uses to log into the database with must be able to select from tables in the 
schema. Infocaster does not support the selection of tables in schemas that the user is not assigned 
to. Tables in other schemas will appear within the Data Source Wizard, but the user will not be able 
to access them properly. 

 Instead of using the Custom SQL option in the Data Source Wizard, write a database view which 
accomplishes the same thing and link to it within Infocaster. 

 Tables which have more than 10,000 rows may become unstable over time. Instead of linking to 
tables this large, write database views which narrow down the data into smaller datasets. 

 

Conflicting Multicast IP Addresses in Display Walls 

Currently, if different display wall groups are playing the same display wall content, they are assigned to 
the same default multicast IP address (239.0.0.222) for communication between players. This can cause 
a problem when playing display walls. 

If you are having this problem, your IT technician can specify a different valid multicast address by 
editing the following registry key on the player system. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Inscriber\Infocaster\Settings\Playback\Vid

eoWallDataCast\MultiCastAddress 
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Fixed Issues in Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1 
 On synchronized players, regions correctly change channels when Infocaster Manager selects a 

different channel.  

 Synchronized players now recover from a disrupted Channel Guide IP stream. 
 

Known Issues in Infocaster 4.4.4 SP1 

Audio 
 Audio clicks and stutters during playback on DS1150 systems.  

 Audio clips in single item sequences will play a moment of silence between loops.  

 Live analog audio distorts during the first 30 seconds of playback.  

 Audio does not split between instances when it is set to Quadro 4-channel. You must choose 5.1 or 
7.1 instead.  

 

Conditional Playback 
 Conditional Playback rules do not trigger when using the “Play Page” function of Infocaster Creator. 

 If you trigger an item before the item’s sequence settings allow it to play, the item will begin playing 
as soon as its sequence settings allow. 

 Triggers may occasionally fail to fire in Infocasts which contain approximately 400 (or more) triggers, 
if some of the triggers are set to fire immediately when the Infocast is played.  

 Displays may occasionally go black (for approximately two seconds) when a triggered item is 
finished and a non-triggered item is about to begin.  

 In the playback logs, improper durations are reported for items which immediately precede a 
trigger.  

 Triggered crawls only appear on the first instance when more than one system is playing.  

 Items with long names are truncated in the Conditional Playback window.  

 There is a moment of blackness when touchscreen triggers switch to another page.  

 If you delete a sequence which is triggered by a data source rule, you cannot edit the rule and save 
it again. You must re-select your data source in the Data Source Wizard or choose a different trigger 
in the Trigger view.  

 The MaxiSoftGPI webpage does not show triggers in Internet Explorer 11.  
 

Display Wall/Synchronized Playback 
 Animations play faster in crawls than they do in media regions.  

 Triggered crawls do not play correctly in display walls.  

 Display wall configurations from imported Infocasts cannot be saved as a named configuration.  
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 Videos are not synchronized on display walls when players are started or restarted. When the next 
clip loads, the players will synchronize.  

 Rules don't work properly when when multiple rules are enabled for display wall content.  

 IPStream and live items do not work correctly with the "Items Stop" rule.  

 Trying and failing to create a new display wall Infocast will replace the current Infocast's display wall 
grid with the one chosen during the failed attempt.  

 The screen size of display wall grids is always the same as the resolution, even when the 
measurement is set to centimeters.  

 Selecting a display in the Displays list doesn't select the display in the canvas.  

 The "Wall Size" in the Wall Details section of the display designer shows the wall's resolution, but 
the Edit Wall Size button displays the wall's width and height.  

 If, after editing a display wall, you create a new Infocast but don't select an existing grid, the old grid 
is loaded and the designer crashes when a display is selected.  

 Display walls with portrait displays which were created prior to 4.4 appear as landscape in versions 
4.4 and later.  

 Offsetting the start time in a sequence does not offset output in display walls.  

 Infocaster crashes if old Display Wall grids designed with a "pixel" measurement mode are opened. 
To open these in Display Wall Designer in 4.4 or 4.4.4 SP1, they must first be opened in an older 
version of Infocaster and saved with a measurement mode other than "pixel."  

 You cannot change the Channel Guide channel within synced or display wall content.  

 In a display wall, streaming video is not restored when the network is disconnected and 
reconnected.  

 VIA files can play slowly or pause in synchronized layouts.  

 PSD, GIF, and TIF images output as black in display walls, unless they are played from a folder.  

 Non-looping sequences do not start that the specified time in a display wall configuration.  

 Infocaster crashes when playing trimmed WMV files in a display wall.  

 Dynamic Web items which span across displays are not supported in display walls.  

 WMV files are not supported in Windows 7 Standard Mode display walls.  

 Graphic items which span displays in display walls will not display the correct portions of their 
graphics when they play from folders.  

 Video clip and live tuner stream items with conditional playback rules start playing 1-2 seconds 
before they should.  

 In display wall Graphic Importer items with the Update When Source Changes checkbox checked, 
images do not get updated when the source changes.  

 Depending on their position and size, the bottom portion of media regions which span displays may 
display incorrect content.  

 When a synchronized Infocast with a Channel Guide is sent to a synced player, setting a different 
channel from Infocaster Manager results in the region never changing channels.  

 

Dynamic Web 
 When choosing a file with "Use Files" in the Dynamic Web Quick Editor, no preview is displayed.  

 The URL displayed in the Dynamic Quick Editor's "Use Files" field is confusing.  
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 Pop up overlays in Dynamic Quick Editor content are slow to respond on DS600 systems.  
 

External Data 
 If you select “currency” as a data type when setting up a text file, it will show four decimal places. 

 Deleting an imported Infocast that had an Access or Excel source deletes the source from ODBC, 
even if it existed on the system previously. 

 Text files with non-English names cannot be saved as ODBC sources. 

 The Date column from an SQL source does not appear on output if data formatting is applied to the 
column. 

 Reopening the ODBC Wizard removes manually created SQL queries. 

 Creating a Data Source Changes rule based on an existing ODBC source produces an error.  

 After relaunching, players will not display custom data source messages when they are unable to 
access their data source.  

 If authentication fails for FTP data source access, it will continue to fail even if subsequent 
information is correct.  

 The Date Time data type is not format correctly.  

 The Data Playback rule reverts to "Every Time the Data is to be Rendered" when content is edited.  

 When a comma is used in the first line of a text file used to create a table, the tables are not 
rendered correctly.  

 In the Data Source Wizard, the Preview Data pane shows blank fields if an XML source contains 
HTML.  

 Columns are not assigned correctly when linking a Still item to an XML file.  
 

Flash 
 Flash files do not play in sync in a display wall Infocast running on two different systems. 

 When outputting in Legacy Mode (Fullscreen), media regions will display nothing for three seconds 
between two Flash files.  

 FLV files fail to output in Legacy Mode (Fullscreen).  

 Audio from FLV files is not recognized.  

 Cannot transition between back-to-back Flash clips in Legacy Mode (Fullscreen).  

 Cannot edit an SWF item while another SWF item is being played.  

 Flash files cease playback after approximately 24 hours.  
 

Infocaster Manager 
 The player system loads the most recently published Infocast when it restarts itself, even if another 

Infocast was manually loaded or started in the meantime. 

 Video files are republished when an item has been edited. 

 Send To > Infocaster Manager is only available to the user account which was used to install 
Infocaster.  

 The Category and Published By drop-down lists are not automatically populated in the download 
and approve dialogs.  
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 New versions of Infocasts may not appear on player systems, even though they have downloaded 
correctly. A work-around is to remove the new Infocast from Infocaster Manager and re-publish it 
from an Infocaster publisher.  

 In some complex network configurations, players with normal priority clock synchronization may try 
to operate as master, leading to desynchronization across the network.  

 When publishing content to Infocaster Manager when the file server is out of space, no warning 
message is displayed.  

 When an Infocast download fails, the percentage done appears to go backwards.  

 No warning is provided if Infocaster Manager sends an upgrade to a player which doesn't have 
enough drive space for it.  

 In some circumstances, Infocaster may install twice when updated from Infocaster Manager.  

 The player status displayed in Infocaster Manager does not change when a player is disconnected 
and reconnected.  

 Several reboots may be required before the Infocaster Manager Publishing tab appears in the 
Configuration Utility.  

 Infocaster will not use the proxy server to download content.  
 

Quick Editors 
 Still, animation, audio, and video items using “play from folder” or “play from a data source” input 

will restart when edited within the quick editors. 

 Text overlaps when you add multiple lines within the Title Quick Editor when Word Wrap is enabled. 

 Crawls created with TitleMotion and edited with the Crawl Quick Editor do not maintain formatting. 
It is strongly recommended that you create crawl items with the Crawl Quick Editor. 

 When using the Replicate Table option in the Table Quick Editor to display more than one column 
multiple times in the same region, the center or right alignment causes the columns to display out of 
order. 

 When editing an Infocast which was last used in a version of Infocaster previous to 4.4, it is possible 
to create live video, live audio, and video stream items with the same names as older items. If one of 
these items are deleted or renamed, the other item is displayed as an invalid file.  

 When title items created in older versions of Infocaster are edited in 4.4.4 SP1, their text is deleted.  

 When audio is unchecked in the Configuration Utility, audio can still be enabled in the content 
editors.  

 Audio does not play properly in content editors when using legacy modes.  

 Attempting to connect or play a stream whose URL uses the incorrect double slash (\\ instead of //) 
causes Infocaster to crash.  

 Video clips do not preview correctly in the Video Clip Quick Editor.  
 

Rolls and Crawls 
 Content update transitions for rolls and crawls do not occur on output. 

 Italicized text in crawls is cropped at the end of the crawl item. 

 Rolls and crawls which use an external data source may show degraded performance when set to 
update every time the data is to be rendered. To avoid this issue, set them to retrieve updates at 
specific intervals. This setting is found in the last dialog of the Data Source Wizard. 
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 A roll item in a reoccurring sequence stops scrolling on the second-last entry when Pause Between 
Rows is enabled. 

 

Sequence Settings 
 Pages do not play as expected if the “Play Page Between” setting is enabled and no pages are 

scheduled to play next. 

 In certain circumstances, Infocaster may not switch pages.  

 Analog clock items don't stop when using "Play Item Between."  

 Rounding errors may lead to minor discrepancies and overlaps in playback logs.  
 

Standard Mode Output 
 MOV files encoded with Sorenson3 do not play in Standard mode.  

 MOV clips encoded with 16 bit Big Endian audio do not play in Standard mode.  

 In Standard mode, Phoenix crashes if output is set to a monitor that doesn’t exist or a resolution 
that is not supported on the monitor. 

 In Standard mode, MPEG-2 video clips may cause Infocaster to crash after three days of continuous 
playback. We recommend performing a daily maintenance restart in this situation.  

 

Video 
 Audio stutters when the same live video TV tuner source is used back to back. This includes back to 

back pages. 

 Scaled video clips do not appear on output when GPU acceleration is not enabled in Legacy Mode. 

 When Channel Guide is mixed with other content in a sequence, the next item in the sequence is 
displayed when exiting Channel Guide and “Please Wait...” is displayed over the video.  

 There is no audio output when playing an MPEG2 UDP stream in Legacy Mode (Fullscreen).  

 Non-standard resolution (512x480) QAM videos jitter in Legacy Mode (Fullscreen).  

 Switching between two video streams may cause a memory leak.  

 In Legacy Mode (Fullscreen) on Windows 7 systems, BDA tuners using an interlaced source may 
display jittery output.  

 Trimmed MPEG-2 clips output black in Windows 7.  

 IP streams freeze after several rapid switches from one IP channel to another.  

 H.264 clips sometimes show moments of black during transitions.  

 In the Live Video Quick Editor, changing the “Audio Device” selection does not change the audio 
device.  

 After upgrading, you must perform a new Auto-Tune on TV Tuners even if you had performed a scan 
in previous versions.  

 If you open Channel Guide without starting Infocaster, the Fire GPI option is disabled.  

 "Maintain Aspect Ratio" isn't applied to content in Windows 7 on DS550 systems.  

 Triggering to play a 720p channel while currently playing a 1080i channel can cause the screen to 
eventually go black.  
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 Sometimes, when playing an MPEG2 Selenio stream, the tuner re-tunes several times in Channel 
Guide before it can be played, or playback is black if it is an IP Stream item.  

 Switching channels on a QAM tuner fails the first time and eventually causes Infocaster to crash.  

 Selenio MPEG2 IPTV streams show "grid dot" artifacts with DS550 hardware decode.  

 Channel names overlap wide logos in the Channel Guide.  

 An empty channel guide is generated when a channel guide is saved with the same name as an 
existing guide.  

 Tuner initialization fails if no audio card is present on the system.  

 Tuner output is not previewed in the quick editor.  

 External audio is not previewed in the quick editor when using Standard mode.  

 5-10 seconds elapse before tuner items start to play.  

 In Legacy modes, ATSC/QAM items don't play if they are preceded by an item.  

 It takes 10-15 seconds to save a Stream item if you connect to it first.  

 DVB-T audio and video can go out of sync over long periods of time.  

 Multi-instance HD clip playback on R4150 systems might not have enough memory to play correctly.  

 Infocaster crashes when connecting to a WMV RTSP stream.  

 If Selenio H.264 IP streams go up and down, audio and video may lose sync.  

 Infocaster can crash when playing a trimmed clip.  

 When switching between a sequence which contains a non-tuner item and a sequence which 
contains a DVB-T tuner item, the item may play black.  

 NetVX H.264 streams may stutter in complex Infocasts.  

 When a custom duration is defined for clips played from a folder, the first clip is played on a loop. If 
the Infocast is a display wall, all the clips are played, but there is black output between the clips.  

 Infocaster may crash when playing an RTSP stream.  

 H.264 may not play well in Windows XP with the GeForce 9500 GT video card.  

 If the Network Timeout value is set to 30 seconds or more, Infocaster will keep relaunching if the 
stream is not available.  

 The format of shared media items is listed as PNG instead of the actual video format.  

 QAM tuner card settings are not showing the correct channel and SID in the Tuner Card Settings 
window.  

 Lack of de-interlacing can cause visual artifacts on DVB-T2 playback.  

 Some WMV files do not play back with video and audio in sync.  

 Some WMV files play back faster than normal.  
 

Miscellaneous 
 Infocaster doesn’t check for available disk space when importing an Infocast. 

 The eyedropper in the color picker does not work in Windows 7. 

 Some language IME fonts either do not appear in the Default Font drop-down menu or do not 
appear with the proper name. 

 Preview playback does not work on a Windows 7 system when output is rotated. 
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 Item playback is not recorded if Infocaster or Phoenix shut down unexpectedly or if you restart the 
player from Infocaster Manager. 

 In Legacy Mode (Fullscreen), Infocaster will not launch if its output resolution is not one of the 
default resolutions for the graphic card.  

 Save to CD causes an error in Windows 7.  

 The Channel Guide information is not published or exported when an Infocast is published or 
exported.  

 Infocasts are not autoloaded from CDs on multihead players.  

 Muted Samsung consumer displays will un-mute themselves when powered down and turned back 
on, invalidating the mute setting in Infocaster.  

 Audio is garbled when playing four heads on R4100 and R4150 systems with GPU acceleration 
enabled.  

 Clicking OK to exit the Configuration Utility will turn off hardware acceleration on systems with 
multiple instances.  

 Upgrading Infocaster will turn on hardware acceleration on systems with multiple instances.  

 Infocaster doesn't restart if you make changes on the Device Configuration tab and exit the 
Configuration Utility.  

 When sending output through an IP stream, the Max Bandwidth setting does not limit the 
bandwidth.  

 55" LG displays freeze when display control commands are sent faster than they can handle.  

 The mouse pointer disappears during playback when using Legacy Mode (Fullscreen) with a desktop 
instance.  

 The Imagine Communications folder remains in the START menu after uninstall.  

 Graphic items set to "Scale to Fill Region" do not fill the region in the workspace, but they output 
correctly.  

 The Display Control list shows a blank entry.  

 Some areas in the GUI still include the capital C in the words Infocast and Infocaster.  
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